Many planning problems may be more efficiently resolved by an interaction of man and machine than by either alone. This paper considers an analogue equipment built to assist the production planning of a small number of products which share common labour and machine resources. It deals with up to four products and six production periods at a time. The stock levels which would result at the end of each period with a given forecast demand pattern and a given labour pattern are shown on an array of current meters. This rapid display of the stock position enables the operator to assess many more production plans in a given time than previous manual methods could allow. It also permits rapid modifications to be made to a plan with knowledge of the likely consequences. This is a simple and effective approach to a problem which is difficult to treat analytically.
THE PLANNING PROBLEM
Brief outline IT IS REQUIRED to plan the production of a small number of products over a series of production periods. There are certain restrictions on the possible production plans due to common labour and machine resources, e.g. the total number of labour teams employed should remain constant for as long as possible. Given forecasts of the demand in each period, the production plan must be such that the stocks of each product at the end of each period are within given limits.
Basic relationships
Consider the production of M products over N production periods. A standard forecasting procedure, which will not concern us here, is used to forecast the demand for the mth product in the nth production period and this forecast will be represented by Fmn• The production Pmn of the mth product in the nth production period will, if the forecasts are correct, result in a stock S,n at the end of the period given by:
where Smo is the initial stock at the beginning of the first production period. Errors in the forecasts are considered in setting the safety stock limits as described later.
Operational Research Quarterly Vol. 19 No. 2 The production Pmn results from an integral number of labour teams l,.n producing Pmn per team, i.e.: (2) The production per team Pmn varies with n because production periods are not necessarily of the same length and also production rates can change with time, especially after the introduction of a new product. The Pmn must also be forecast and it will be assumed that these forecasts have been made.
Stock restrictions
Stock costs are taken into account in a crude fashion by placing upper and lower limits on the stock Smn at the end of each period. This stock must exceed a safety stock level s:nn but be below a stock level S~n to avoid excessive stockholding, i.e. : (3) Similar restrictions are also placed on the total stock at the end of each period, viz.:
Setting stock limits in this way implies a stock cost function which goes to infinity at the limits and is constant between them; there is also no dependence of the stock cost function for one period on that for another period. In view of the difficulty in determining the parameters of more complex stock cost curves, this seems a reasonable practical approximation.
The philosophy behind the calculation of the safety stocks is as follows. If the stock level concerned is mainly determined by a planning decision which must be taken now, the safety stock is made proportional to the estimated standard deviation of the sum of the forecasts which go into the calculation of this stock level. The proportionality factor is determined by the required stockout probability in the usual way. However, for stock levels not directly affected by present planning decisions, this is not a sensible method because further information will be available before the relevant decisions have to be made. The safety stocks for these periods are made equal to those for the previous period. This is because we require for these periods the best estimate of future pro-.duction plans and not plans which would give a required stock-out probability if followed faithfully to the end of the planning horizon.
The effect of these basic relationships and restrictions is illustrated for a very simple case in Figure 1 . Only two products are considered, with equal production periods. Also the production quantities per team in each period are all made equal to 10 units. The same maximum and minimum stock limits are assumed for both products and all production periods. The diagrams are in
